UNIVERSITY OF DELHI
Frequently Asked Questions
UG Admission 2020

The Admission Committee 2020, University of Delhi organized a Webinar on 29th June,
2020, between 11 am – 12 pm, on Google Meet Online Platform, which was also live
streamed on Facebook. It was organized specially for all those aspirants who want to avail
the benefits of various categories of reservation provided by the University under the norms
of government of India. There were over 700 registered participants and over 2900 people
watched the live streaming of the Webinar on Facebook.
The FAQs asked by the applicants have been compiled and answered below:
Q 1: If PwD candidates are not able to obtain the disability certificate from the
government hospital. Can they upload one from the private hospital?
Answer: Certificate issued by a private hospital is not valid. Applicants can apply for the
certificate in online OPD and if they are not able to do so, they can upload an older
certificate which the applicant may have used to avail benefits till class XII.
Q 2: If an applicant is not able to renew the EWS certificate nor the income certificate as
of now, what should they do now?
Answer: The applicant can apply for the income certificate online and generate the
acknowledgment/enrolment receipt to be uploaded. But at the time of admission the
applicants have to provide the certificate.
Q 3: Can an applicant upload the caste certificate in his father's name if he/she is facing
problems right now to issue one in his/her own name?
Answer: Applicants should try and apply for corrections in the certificate online and upload
the acknowledgment slip of the same.
Q 4: If someone applies for an EWS certificate in offline mode, they obtain a receiving with
a stamp. Can they upload that?
Answer: Yes, they can upload that provided the receiving has been done by the concerned
authority. The applicants must have the certificate at the time of admission.
Q 5: Can a candidate change his category from UR to EWS after paying the registration
fees or they need to fill another form?
Answer: The category of the applicant CANNOT be changed. Filling another form WILL BE
THE candidate’s choice.
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Q 6: If applicants haven’t uploaded self-attested documents, will this result in canceling of
form?
Answer: The candidate must show utmost care while uploading the documents as the
documents need to be properly scanned and self-attested. But, if by mistake the candidate
forgets to self-attest the documents, then there is no need to apply again. The candidate
will be eligible for the admission process, as long as the documents uploaded are valid.
Q 7: If OBC student is clearing the general cut off, then will he get admission through the
UR category?
Answer: No applicant can be excluded from the UR category merit list just because the
applicant belongs to or has applied under SC/ST/OBC/EWS category. Such an applicant is
entitled to be considered under the UR category, as well as under the reserved category.
Admission to UR category seats will be strictly in order of merit without excluding
SC/ST/OBC/EWS applicants.
Q 8: Does the University of Delhi accept the OBC certificate of Delhi state?
Answer: No, the University of Delhi accepts only a centralized OBC certificate.
Q 9: What certificate is required for gap year students?
Answer: They should provide all the documents (which are mentioned in the bulletin of
information for admission 2020) like all the other students. No additional documents are
required.
Q 10: Which college give concession to girls’ candidate?
Answer: Some colleges give concession to girls’ candidates in some specific courses. The list
would be declared on the website of the University of Delhi.
Q 11: Can an applicant apply for registration without Class X mark sheet?
Answer: Applicants should refer to the bulletin of information a list of all the documents to
be uploaded is given; Class X mark sheet or passing certificate is required as they are a proof
for date of birth. In case the class X mark sheet or passing certificate is not available with
the applicant then a birth certificate can also be uploaded.
Q 12: If the certificate for persons with benchmark disability doesn't have a percentage of
disability mentioned, then will it be valid in for admission under the PwD quota?
Ans: “Person with benchmark disability” means a person with not less than forty percent
(40%) of a specified disability where specified disability has not been defined in measurable
terms and includes a person with disability where specified disability has been defined in
measurable terms, as certified by the certifying authority.
Q 13: If the applicant wants to apply for sports quota but the sport in which he wants to
apply is not the list published by the university. What should he do in this case?
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Answer: There are 27 sports mentioned in the bulletin of information which would be
considered under sports quota for admission.
Q 14: If an applicant has a different date of birth in class 10 mark sheet and Aadhar card,
which date of birth he should fill?
Answer: The applicant should decide which date of birth is correct. Class 10th certificate or
the Birth Certificate is a proof for DOB and all other documents are supporting documents.
Q 15: An applicant who wishes to apply for B.A. (H) Music this year but as per BOI,
applicants are supposed to upload the video on YouTube and mark it in the unlisted
category and submit it its link along with the form, but there is no tab to attach the link,
kindly clear when and how applicants are supposed to upload the video?
Answer: The applicants are advised to refer to the University of Delhi for the process to
upload the link of the Music video.
Q 16: If an applicant has an EWS certificate of CO level will the University of Delhi accept it
as a valid document or should the applicant apply for a new one to be issued from SDM.
Can he upload the EWS certificate of CO level as of now?
Answer: The applicant can upload it for now as if they’re not able to get it issued from SDM
right now, but the applicants have to provide a certificate issued by the authority
mentioned in the bulletin at the time of admission.
Q 17: If an applicant wants to take admission to Jesus and Marry College or St. Stephen
College, do they have to apply for the Christian minority?
Answer: Yes, they need to apply under Christian minority in the University of Delhi
registration form and also fill a college-specific form which will be there on the Jesus and
Marry College or St. Stephens College website.
Q 18: Does only female candidate from NCT Delhi can take admission in NCWEB?
Answer: Yes, and she should have passed class XII from Delhi-NCT. Such applicants will
automatically be registered for NCWEB by filling up the registration form.
Q 19: If an applicant is from the NIOS board and their exams are scheduled to be from July
- August. So, will he be able to get admission?
Answer: The applicant will be eligible for admission only if they have qualified the qualifying
examination at that time of admission under various cut off starts. Such applicants may fill
the registration form for now but qualifying Class XII or equivalent exam is necessary for
admission.
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Q 20: If an applicant has given improvement this year, how to upload the mark sheet what
to fill in result status?
Answer: You can fill your board roll number of 2020 and give results awaited in the result
status column with the year of passing as 2020. Once the Class XII result is announced then
the applicant has to enter the class XII marks and also upload both the mark sheets in one
image.
Q 21: AICTE has not yet declared the dates for Prime Minister Special Scholarship Scheme
for J&K Students. But the form is asking to upload the certificate during registration. What
should we do?
Answer: Applicant can upload the letter or application which they have uploaded on the
PMSSS portal for now.
Q 25: Is there any single girl child quota at the University of Delhi?
Answer: No there is no such quota for a single girl child.
Q 26: If an applicant applies under the Sikh minority, do they need to submit any
certificate?
Answer: Applicants for the Sikh minority colleges need to produce a certificate from the
Delhi Sikh Gurudwara Management Committee (DSGMC) certifying their minority status, at
the time of admission.
Q 27: Which certificate should be uploaded to prove the CW certificate in the registration
form?
Answer: The format for the certificate is provided in the bulletin of information and only
that certificate would be accepted. It should clearly mention the priority. And other
documents would not be accepted for CW but college might ask for it as proof of the
priority mentioned.
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